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A Room with a Glass View
What a time of transition it is as I

write; what a time of ambivalence. It is
November 30, exactly the day before
December, which—even in climates like
ours where the real cold often steps on
the heels of fall—feels like another name
for winter. But the season still hangs in
the balance. Yesterday morning, late
again, I was nonetheless able to turn the
soil easily to plant my garlic. That night,
there was rain. We’ve had a few dustings
of snow, but they came and wetly went,
and all around us everything is contrarily
still a lush green.

Meanwhile, the last overlooked
(oops) pumpkins in our patch have been
frosted to mush; the heavy seed heads
and plump pods that hung from slumping
stems and upon dried vines and may
have been harvested by come-lately me
have all been pinched and plucked and

stowed away by the birds and
chipmunks, who have been busily
combing to and fro way before me and
way beyond the boundaries of my garden
to fill their winter pantries—along with
the squirrels who browse, select, and
purchase (for the price of an edge off
their sharp teeth) plump pinecones from
low-hanging boughs to harrowing
heights, bundling them off to their winter
dens like shoppers with armfuls of
packages in a Christmas play.

Winter is a season that in many
ways divides us, into factions between
now-is-of-our-discontents and celebrants.
Dark dawns, shorter days, and moody
slanted light try many souls; others pray
for snow or just take a break, knowing
that when the work day is done the off-
season is on: the house is snug, the
woodpile is full, the fields are dormant,
and we humans can rest, at least a little,
along with our fellow-creature
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hibernators, in front of the fire, whether
reading, knitting, mending and sewing,
planning and canning, catching up on
correspondence and phone calls, getting
to those indoor projects like filing
paperwork and photographs, sorting and
organizing the basement and garage and
tool racks and tables and
storage rooms, doing that
not-spring deep-cleaning
(oven, fridge, cabinets,
dusting of baseboards and
bookshelves and picture
frames, washing curtains,
scrubbing bathroom tiles)
and getting to those small
repairs (filling nail holes,
putting up that crown
molding, repainting the pie
safe/end table/kitchen-door trim),
washing windows on the inside, rewiring
that pesky lamp/stereo speaker/loose
electrical outlet, or catching up on
hobbies (fiberglass-coating the canoe,
learning computer code, practicing
watercolor techniques) . . .

Well! Hopefully we can rest—at
least a little. And the calming deep sleep
outside our windows, which soon will
frame a simple, tranquil, monochromatic
view, encourages the sense of a chance to
restore and recharge.

Still, for those who dread winter,
it is a long slog ahead. The diminished
gray days can be oppressive, and
inconveniences like dressing in heavy
layers, scraping windshields, clearing
driveways, keeping up with kindling, and
wallowing in ankle-biting snowdrifts for
walks to the chicken coop, goat barn, or

just the mailbox loom large. But when
you live in the mountains, no matter how
ambivalent one may be, we know that
winter is crucial to the life cycle here—
we need the freeze to recycle and
reanimate the seeds that feed us and the
cows and the sheep and those goats, and

shower us with flowers (us
and the birds and bees and
everything in the chain
therefrom and in between),
and to kill the pests and
blights in our meadows.

And we need snow.
While sometimes an
“open” (that is, no- or low-
snow) winter can be
beneficial for certain
things—like the fortuitous

time our town’s farmers and helpers had
to clean up the hayfields in the open
winter after Hurricane Irene, or aiding the
survival of depleted species, for example
in a year when we need more rodents for
the overall balance of the food chain—in
general we need snow to insulate our
farms and gardens, to replenish our
streams and reservoirs, and to maintain
the balance of chemicals and gases in the
ecosystem.

We also need snow to snowshoe,
to make snowballs and snow people, to
snowmobile, and to ski.

Oh, to ski. Forgive me, middle-
aged and with a shiny new artificial hip, a
moment of sentimentality. While I love
snow in so many ways—its cold but cozy
blanketing of all things, its transformative
power, its drama and its silence, and just
dipping into a fresh drift and tasting it
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from my mitten—when I was a kid,
snow seemed to issue from a wand that
created the magic of skiing. What is it
that is so powerful and intoxicating
about sliding down a hill through snow
on one’s own two boarded feet?

Maybe it’s the paradoxical
feeling of a happy falling, of an
effortlessness but necessary controlling
of one’s own weight, wishes, and
direction, by dint of muscle and mind—
something between flying across and
swimming through the snow. When we
ski, we are like an eagle, or a fox, with a
natural physical confidence, or like an
explorer, with an unnatural—that is,
planned—confidence: once properly
furred, footed, winged, and/or otherwise
equipped, we can go about our activities
outside, undaunted by the extremes of
the season, feeling the elements, a sharp
edge guiding our path, a half-inch of
fiberfill and a good hat making the
difference between having fun and just
surviving or hiding. And then
afterwards, the sublime safety of the nest
—a tight curl into their thick winter
coats or shared body heat for winter
animals, or for us humans, blazing
fireplaces, after-ski boots, and hot
chocolate or whiskey.

My childhood memories include
ski lessons—once for a whole week,
fairytale like, at Magic Mountain in
Vermont, where I vividly remember our
cabin; the ski-school meeting place on
day one; the final race where my sister
(oh, the sting of sibling rivalry) beat me;
and the second-place pin I still have and

still sheepishly cherish. I remember the
beautiful pine trees dotting the slopes at
Gore Mountain, with the inviting
warming huts tucked amongst them; and
the long chair rides at Killington, where
riders were given thick (crusty, frozen)
blankets to cover us during the
interminable ride to the summit. I
remember the hassles of my mother
wrestling us in and out of puffy
jumpsuits in the bathroom; learning the
patient art of walking long lodge
hallways and staircases in ski boots; the
ecstasy of lunchtime French fries
drowning in ketchup after frost-bitey
mornings; and the first fascination of
blue snow inside a ski-pole hole on a
sunny day. And I remember the
amazement of the gondola—an
individual room of glass and steel that
would carry us all the way to the top of
the mountain, like a taxicab or an
airplane, protected from wind and cold.

For us here in Halcott, the ski
season this year has the added
excitement of the new Catskill Thunder
gondola at Belleayre. Paraphrasing the
terrific blog on the Belleayre website,
construction has been full-on and on-
track since ground-breaking on June 19,
2017. By August 1, “all 6,700 feet of the
lift line” was cleared. The entry for
August 23 announced that 15 of 16
concrete tower footings were complete,
as well as the clearing of the Deer Run
trail extension. In October, the Thunder
began to “go vertical,” with carriage and
tensioning system put into place. And as
of the end of November, things are still
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on track for a mid-December opening,
with top and bottom terminals near
completion, including roof beams,
engines, bull wheels, drive carriages, as
well as the new skier bridge.

Something I wish not just for
skiers but for everyone: that you see the
awe-inspiring view from the top of
Belleayre on a glittering winter day of
clear blue skies. Maybe the new gondola
could or should include a one-time-ride
ticket option for sightseers. There is
something so special up there, winter or
summer, but somehow even more
intensely so when the vast and stretching
landscape below is frozen in place—a
place to contemplate. To get up there and
to arrive . . . is it the same impulse that
makes us want to climb a tree when we
are six, or hike up to the guru on the
mount when we are sick of the world, or
crave Everest or other bird’s-eye views—
the highest perspective, as if in flight,
from which wisdom seems to come?

But oh, to ski. Remembering
those childhood rememberings, I asked
the Norwick kids what they love about it,
because, avid skiers all three, they are in
it. They said,
Carmen: “Riding on the chairlift high
above the snow, watching all the people
skiing.”
Simone: “Skiing through the trees in the
glades. I love when you’re at the top of a
trail and you look out at the mountains
and the wind is blowing in your face.”
Harlan: “Hitting big jumps! I love the
mountain, it’s so fun and beautiful.”

Indeed. Let it begin. CBN

Christmas Wishes
“All I want for Christmas is for

my family to be home together with lots
of good food in the house” was Mom’s
unvarying reply to the question, “So what
would you like Santa Claus to bring you
this year?” As a young child with visions
of bulging stockings and beautifully
wrapped gifts filling the space under the
brightly lit tree, I didn’t much understand
Mom’s seemingly small wishes. Now,
with a family of my own, I can fully
appreciate just what Mom meant. To be
able to spend special holidays with those
we love is a great gift in itself whereas to
be apart from loved ones leaves us so
hoping we could be together to enjoy one
another’s company again. Recently I
came across this lovely piece of cowboy
poetry that I hope will touch the hearts of
all our readers who are wishing for that
special time together with family and
friends this holiday season. JD

A Rancher’s Christmas Delight
Stan Paregien

“Twas Christmas mornin’ on the old Circle P
With nobody home but the missus and me.
Our young ‘uns grew up and got broods of
their own, so it looked like we’d spend a

quiet Christmas alone.
On this spread there’s always plenty of work
to do, providin’ some relief when you’re

feelin’ down and blue.
So I slipped outta bed, leavin’ momma
sleeping behind. And I grabbed up the

warmest clothes I could find.
I tiptoed to the kitchen and set the coffee on
to heat. Then I proceeded, half asleep, to pull
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my boots on my feet.
“Kids sure grow up quick,” I thought as I put
on my hat. “They were babies just yesterday,

so pretty and fat.”
I stepped out the back door as the sun topped
the hill, And a gusty north wind raked my

wrinkled face with its chill.
I took one deep breath and knew right off it
was mighty cold, ‘cause my arthritis was
shouting, “Son, you’re getting old.”

As I walked across the yard, I whistled for
ol’ Bear. From under the front porch, he

scrambled from his lair.
The kids named him “Bear,” but I can’t

remember why. Now, like me, he’s kind of
stove up and anything but spry.

I walked to the pond, crunching the snow
with each step, wondering how our kids

were, wherever they slept.
Funny how such silly notions creep into your
mind, when there’s nothin’ you can do, ‘cept

feel in a bind.

Someday momma and me will retire, and
won’t that be nice?I won’t have to
swing an ax to bust up this pond

ice.
But the horses and cattle are thirsty
so it must be done. So I let fly and
punch holes where once there were

none.
Me and Bear walked to the barn,
my feet and hands half-froze. I
pitch hay to the stock and rub the

frost off my nose.
“Wonder if Santa’s doing his chores,” I said
sly as a fox, Knowing he wouldn’t be a
rancher for all the gold in Ft. Knox.

Well, me and ol’ Bear finished doing our
chores,

So we edged outta the barn and I shut those
big red doors.

From there I could see momma had already
set the table, so me and Bear, we hobbled as

fast as we were able.
I scraped off as much mud’ n other stuff as I
could, but nothing slows me down for vittles

that good.
Momma and me, we bowed and held hands

as she said grace.
And when we looked up we saw sadness in

each other’s face.
“Sure wish the kids could be here today,”

said I.
But just to myself, ‘cause I didn’t want her to

cry.
Shoot, women folk are all like that, don’t you
know? Soft and sentimental and ready to let

the tears flow.
Reckon the Lord cut ranching men from
different stuff. Either that or us gents are

good at carryin’ a bluff.
Just then momma and me noticed ol’ Bear
raisin’ Cain, and soon after we heard a car

bouncin’ up the lane.
We looked out and
it’s not one or two
cars, but three! Our
three kids with theirs,
my, what a sight to

see.
This year our best
gift came not at
midnight,

But on Christmas
morning, ‘round about daylight.

And the clatter was not Santa on the rooftop
tall,

It was our seven grandchildren laughing and
having a ball.
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Well, they all packed up and left just as the
sun began to set,

Leaving us alone, but feeling as blessed as
anybody can get.

So thank you, dear Lord, for this Christmas
delight, for making an old rancher so happy

tonight.
And one quick request, Lord, from your

Throne on High:
Please, don’t let momma see these tears in

my eyes.

Good Neighbors, Good Endings:
A Cautionary Tale

As told to Pattie Kelder by Al and Joan
Doubrava and by former Town
Supervisor Ted Randazzo, who is
gratified to see the principles of
Neighborhood Watch still at work in
Halcott

There have been a few tragedies
in Halcott over the years. At intervals,
both Bill Ballard and Vic Peet died in
their homes, with no one to sound the
alarm. Women fared better – the Ladies
Aid had a telephone chain in place.

Taking a moment to pass the time
of day with a neighbor can make a
profound difference. Consider this
mishap and its many opportunities for
fatal consequences.

One lovely Sunday morning in
August, Peter Temmer met neighbors Al
and Joan Doubrava while walking. Peter,
an experienced hiker, stopped to inquire
about their health and mentioned his plan
to hike Balsam Mountain later. He
usually didn’t mention his hikes until
after returning, but was excited about
seeing glacial boulders at the top. Al

and Joan had only hiked to the fire tower
themselves.

That afternoon when Al put out
the garbage, he noticed Peter’s car was
not home. Maybe he had met a friend for
supper. Toward 7:00 his car was still not
home. When 9:00 came, there were no
lights. Ordinarily Al and Joan would
have concluded that Peter had returned to
the city. This time, they knew better. Al
called Peter’s wife, then the DEC with a
full description of what Peter was
wearing and carrying. Surprise! The
DEC wanted to know which Balsam
Mountain Peter was hiking. They even
knew that.

The trail to the boulders had a
fork so two search crews went out. At
1:00 am, Peter was found ¾ way up the
mountain, shivering and in pain from a
badly broken ankle. He reached the
ambulance at 4:00 am and eventually had
surgery in Manhattan.

The forest ranger later told Al and
Joan they provided information that cut

Winter Fox

Photo shared by Leighton Scudder, with thanks.
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search time and saved Peter’s life. Even
so, the matter of divine intervention that
began with a neighborly visit could not
be discounted.

Rose Hip, Hip, Hooray!
Seems like summer tips its hat at

the end of August around here, then the
race is on. Cold air breezes in from
Canada, the leaves turn color, and before
we know it, a frost hits. Grass is crunchy
and white, the pond glazes over; previous
vigorous vegetation in the fields wither
down to a mix of brown and yellow.
And now, one of my favorite times of the
year, offering up one of my favorite
bounties. What are those funny-shaped
red pods hanging off the ends of wild
rose bushes, anyway?

Why, they are rose hips, thanks
for asking! But, what are they, you
wonder…

A rose “hip” is a false fruit. It
formed when a bee came along and
pollinated a rose blossom, which started
seed production, which necessitated a
seed “pod”, which is the “hip”, which
forms over time, containing the seeds. All
roses can, but not all roses do. And how
about this - during the Middle Ages,
Catholic necklaces, used for praying,
were strung with rose hips…which you
see, is why it is called a “rosary”!

I never paid those hips a bit of
attention. Never thought about them or
even noticed them, until a friend of my
mother’s extolled their virtues. I’d heard
of “rose hips”; my delicious, chewable
Vitamin C tablets contained them. When
Martha said they grew wild around here,

I started looking. Didn’t even know what
I was looking for, but I’d know it when I
saw it. That year, I realized that the wild
rose bushes in the fields had these bright
red, pistachio-sized pods hanging off the
branches in the fall, through the winter. I
popped one in my mouth - the beginning
of a long learning curve, the lessons of
which I will share with you now:
1. Timing is everything. Don’t eat
the bright red ones - they’re not ripe
yet. Too hard. Wait until after the
first or second frost, when they turn a
deeper red, and get a bit wrinkly.
They have to be soft enough to squish
a bit when you pull them. They
should separate from the stem rather
willingly, like a ripe raspberry does
when it’s ready. Don’t wait too long
though, or they will rot right on the
stem, and will taste like it - then it is
good only for birds.

2. Beware the seeds! Inside every
little “hip” are about 20 little seeds, a
little smaller than the seeds of a red
pepper. Not only are they very hard -
don’t bite them - but, and this is the
exciting part, they are apparently
covered with tiny hairs that will
irritate your intestines. I read an
account that actually said they can
cause “Itchy Butt Disease”! I have no
first-hand knowledge of this, and
don’t intend to. Anyway, this is the
tricky part with the learning curve.
Children can do this, and you can too:
“Pretend you are a squirrel, and
gingerly eat the red fleshy part from
the outside (tastes like a cross
between a tart apple, a plum, and a
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rose petal) while avoiding the
seeds.” (Elise Krohn, Wild Foods and
Medicines) I generally pop the whole
hip into my mouth, carefully
extracting the flesh from the seeds,
and then with a rapid expulsion of
breath and careful tongue placement,
I fire most of the seeds out in quick
succession. With practice, you can
learn to shoot the 20+ seeds from
your mouth with a repetitive and far-
reaching precision that will impress
your friends.

3. Enjoy! Once you’ve got a good
one, you will see that it is one of the
delicacies of the world. And you can
just taste all that Vitamin C. There is
more Vitamin C in one little hip than
in a whole orange - I kid you not! It
may be purely psychological, but
when I feel a cold coming on and eat a
few hips, I begin to feel better

immediately. Indeed,
encyclopedia.com states “Six to eight
raw rose hips, taken daily, will help
to prevent illness…”

That’s about it. It sounds like a lot of
work, but once you taste the perfect false-
fruits of the rose, you will be hooked, and
it will take you no time to become
proficient in their ingestion. Some people
make rose hip tea, jam, jelly, marmalade,
syrup, soup, and more! I don’t - I just eat
them. And if it makes you a little more
likely to try them, I have probably eaten a
handful of those little seeds over the past
20 years, and to my knowledge, they’ve
never given me an Itchy Butt. PD

Geranium Fever
Have you noticed that in the last

few years, Todd’s Nursery has had the
most glorious geraniums? They are
blooms on steroids it seems, and after my
first intake of wow, I knew that I needed
every color they offer.

I brought home a collection of
them and grew them in flower boxes on
my porch. They were faithful show-
stoppers, yet, because they were “just
geraniums,” I didn’t pay them much
mind. Just geraniums, not those
gorgeous, infinitely varied perennials
sometimes also called cranesbills. These
are pelargoniums, annuals, common old
geraniums, filling and overfilling every
Lowes and Home Depot in the world.
How foolish! In my horticultural
snobbery, I was ignoring one of the
cardinal rules of gardening: love what
works.

And geraniums work. At least for
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me. In this period of my life where there
barely seems time to breathe let alone
wield a watering can, they are a super
flower, totally sympathetic about my
inattention. In fact, the small attentions
that I have paid them, have resulted in
abundant and outrageous bloom.
Actually, I’m tempted to wonder if they
might have done that all on their own.

They are so easy! They are easy about
soil, but should I anoint them with that
very blue and very beloved fertilizer, they
sit right up and grin from ear to ear.
They are easy about moisture. Too much
can make them pout, but too little can be
remedied with a dousing of too much.
They are a little uneasy about light. They
really do prefer full sun, but, valiant
sportsmen, will try their best in any light.

Now much of my snobbery comes
from the fact that geraniums are annuals.
What you get this summer must be given
tedious and often unsuccessful protection
if you want to see it again next summer.
Geraniums curl up their noble toes in
frost and ignobly croak. HOWEVER,

The most delicious characteristic
of this new friend is its propagational
impulse. Geraniums, I think, are the
rabbits of the flower kingdom. They root
with such ridiculous predictability, that a
table centerpiece of cut geranium stems,
if left alone, will soon become a tangle of
long, white, promising roots ready to
stick in some pot somewhere. In
summer, broken geranium stems can be
plunged right back into the soil and
without missing a beat become a new
geranium.

So this autumn, I got busy
managing my future. I gave each of my
flower boxes of amazing Todd geraniums
a rather severe haircut before I brought
them indoors to their winter home. (This
technique was the bet-hedger. If I lost all
of my little new plants, I could always
drag out the mother plants next spring.)
Then I labelled the cuttings with the color
of the parent’s blooms and rooted some
in water first, and some I just stuck right
into waiting (and labelled!) little starter
pots. I’ve lost a few since then, but not
enough to be discouraging.
Winter in Halcott is lovely, but long,

especially for the gardener. My geranium
babies are a wonderful collection of hope.
I spend long hours dreaming of me being
pushed out of house and garden, slowly
and surely, by a rising tide of neon-

Pelargonium inquinans, attributed to
Johann Jacob Dillen Dillenius, 1732
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flashing geraniums. IK

A Halcott Christmas
Remembered
Mary Ball

Christmas was the fifth season: it
was so special and so full of music that it
deserved a unique place in the year.
Aside from the shopping, the wrapping,
the decorating, the cards, there was one
special event. At this time especially, as
our world seems to be in chaos, one
Christmas memory is heart warming, that
would be ”The Tree,” which is what we
called the Town party at the Grange hall.
There would be a play or some similar
entertainment, from each of the five one-
room schools. There was music and
carol singing. Everyone in town was
there (or almost). The main event was
Santa who would arrive with bells
ringing and a pack of gifts on his back.

Every child would receive a little striped
box of candy, which was better and
sweeter than any other candy in the
world. Gift exchanges went on with the
town people and lots of fake gifts too.
(My grandmother always got a pack of
dish cloths tied in ribbons) Toys and
clothes were nicely wrapped and every
child received gifts. For many children it
was probably their only Christmas gift.
There was no welfare, or aid in any form.
These were gifts from Santa and no child
was singled out as “different” in any way.

This was the heart of Christmas,
and indeed the true spirit of the holiday.
Dickens would have written, as he did,
we were “all fellow passengers and not
another race of creatures bound on other
journeys.” How fortunate to have this
memory.

Sledders in
Halcott: Taken
beside Donald and
Shirley Bouton's
house. Front
sledder Harriet
Ballard (married
Jack Lucas) Half-
hidden might be
Marian Fuller- best
friends. Taken by
Dorothy Earl
Bouton. Dot was
teacher at School
District 2 from
1935-1943. Thank
you, Marilyn,
Kathleen and
Pattie!
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Winter Calendar from Guest
Correspondent
We have invited Pastor Debb Judisky to

share a few words with us in this column.
For this issue, I will glean some news from
her annual report to the church. Please call
for details.
• An additional winter worship

service, probably on Friday afternoons,
is expected to begin in January.
Sunday services will continue as usual
at 9:00 a.m. except for the 5th Sunday
of the month. Children are always
welcome.
For those who worship in the
Fleischmanns Community UMC,
Sunday morning services will be
replaced by a 5:00 p.m. Friday evening
service during the winter.

• A time of study for members and
others is under way. Plans include
playing Christian-based movies with
discussion time afterward. This begins
soon with the book-based movie, “The
Shack”. The community is welcome to
attend.

And now, Christmas greetings for you from

Pastor Debb:
And the angel said to Mary, “You will

conceive and give birth to a son and you will
name him Jesus. He will be very great and
will be called the Son of the Most High. The
Lord God will give him the throne of his
ancestor David. And he will reign over Israel
for ever; his Kingdom will never end!”
Luke 1:31-33
Let us always remember the reason we have
this wonderfully festive season: Jesus.

More Calendar Items
Christmas Candlelight Service on Friday,

December 22nd at 7:00 p.m., Halcott UMC –
a beautiful and enjoyable service of music
and the Word.
5th Sunday worship for all Parish churches

on Sunday, December 31st at 10:30 a.m. in
Margaretville UMC – a service of carols for
all to enjoy before the season ends. (No
service in Halcott on the 31st.)

Thank You
We appreciated lots of participation at the

Crock Pot Supper and Election Day bake
sale. Several children and their moms made
UMCOR kits for hurricane relief and filled
shoe boxes for Operation Christmas Child.
More recently, the Community Christmas

The Times of the
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Program at the Grange Hall was greatly
enjoyed. How wonderful to be part of a
community that still makes time to get together
to help others and to have fun.

Christmas Meditation
As mentioned, a variety of study

opportunities are taking shape. Recently there
were two book studies – Angels: Who They
Are and How They Help . . . by Dr. David
Jeremiah, and Faithful: Christmas Through the
Eyes of Joseph by bestselling author Adam
Hamilton. Their books are both thought
provoking and short, easy reads. These two
titles happen to intersect at the birth of Christ.
Joseph was a Godly man, quite possibly

quiet, patient and unassuming. In his day,
unlike what is so often the case today, an
engagement did not come with all the benefits
of marriage. So imagine his shock when Mary
dropped the bombshell about the baby. They
were only betrothed! God had to act quickly
before Joseph could vamoose. There could be

no Holy Family without him. Hence, the
convincing angel in the dream.
But that wasn’t all. Joseph knew nothing of

King Herod’s plot to kill the babe. More
angelic instructions sent the family scurrying
for Egypt. A later visit told him when to go
home. That’s three angel visits to one man!
Why did God go to such effort? Well, His

great plan of salvation for all souls was at
stake. If that baby wasn’t protected, he
couldn’t grow into the one who would die for
our sins. Death would gain the victory.
And so it happened that when God chose the

right mother for Jesus, He chose the right man
to raise him. Joseph wasn’t just window
dressing. God needed someone who could
listen and follow directions, no matter how
wild they seemed. Perhaps Jesus’ first glimpse
of the obedience He would need at the cross
came in the example of Joseph, who trusted
God enough to leave home, livelihood and
country at a moment’s notice.

Thanks be to God!
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